Read file from cat to control using pipe/fork (7 points)
create pipe (2 points)

  fork (2 points)

bind cat end to stdout (2 points)

execute cat program with gems.txt to create stream (1 point)

Send data from control to filter by properties using pipe/fork (6 points)
create pipe (1 points)

  fork (1 points)

bind filter by properties end to stdin (1 points)

write filter by properties code (3 points)

Send data from control to filter by color using popen (6 points)
use popen to establish pipe to filter by color (2 points)

send output to pipe to sort using pipe from popen (1 point)

write filter by color program (3 points)

Send data from filter by color to sort using popen (4 points)
use popen to establish pipe to sort (2 points)

establish appropriate parameters for sort (2 points)

Coordinate processing in control (15 points)
parameters properly read from user (1 point)

set up cat pipe for reading in control (2 points)

set up filter by properties pipe for printing in control (2 points)

read successive lines from cat (2 points)

print successive lines to filter by properties (2 points)

print successive lines to filter by color (2 points)

processing completes properly for each stream (4 points)

Comments on Program Format, Comments, Readability, etc.
(Points not given, but points can be deducted)

Testing (3 points)
Test plan (1 point)

Description of testing actually done (1 point)

Statement of why the program is correct (3 points)